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THE GRATITUDE BOOK PROJECT: BEST OF PETS is a collection of heart-warming
stories and essays from people all around the world sharing the love and appreciation for
their pets—dogs, cats, llamas, bunnies and everything in between.
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA – Sandy Anchondo, owner Re-Style Interiors is a co-author in The
Gratitude Book Project: Best of Pets, a book celebrating the special relationships we have with
members of our “fur families.”
The book features true stories of appreciation such as:
“Llama Love” by Lana Cory Hall and her stories of Elivis the Llama’s antics, including
his games of “king of the hill.”
“God Bless America” by Sue Sweeney Crum who talks about the giving qualities of
“America” the reading therapy dog.
“Never Means Just Kidding” by Susan Ross who writes, “The lessons are endless:
‘Good restaurant’ now means dog friendly patio versus good wine list.”
“Quiet Bliss” by Martia Nelson who says “A running dog is gorgeous and fluid—a
running dog you love is over-the-moon-beautiful.”
“Bunny Love” by Marjorie Old who says, “I had two surprises in store: Stanley turned
out to be a girl, and Stanley is the bunny by which all other bunnies will be measured.”
Anchondo’s contribution to the book centers on her unique relationship with her own two feline
friends, Maynard and Sebastian. “Cats are more than just pets,” says Anchondo. They relate to us
on a very personal level. You receive back ten fold what you give out in love and attention.
Contributing to this book was like joining a large group of kindred spirits.
For more information about “The Gratitude Book Project,” contact the co-author Sandy
Anchondo with the contact information above or Deanna McAdams, Media Coordinator, 619297-1749, Media@TheGratitudeBookProject.com or http://TheGratitudeBookProject.com
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